KLP® Street Furniture
Our KLP® Street Furniture is durable and does not require maintenance.
Consciously or unconsciously, you will beyond doubt somewhere, somehow
have seen our street furniture already; be it a KLP® Picnic Set, a KLP® Bench
or as material used for playgrounds where children can safely play. The material
is coloured throughout, is frost and UV resistant, will last several decades and
looks completely at home in the country-side, cities and parks.
Our range offers benches with or without back support,
picnic sets with two benches and picnic sets with four
benches. In order to ensure a proper load bearing
capacity, the seating planks are produced with a
galvanised steel support strip.
KLP® products contribute to a cleaner environment: they are made from 100%
recycled plastics and are not chemically treated in any way, therefore will not
leach poisonous substances to the environment. Through recycling we can
utilise waste streams - such as car bumpers, crates, agricultural plastic, bottle
caps, etc. - and cost effectively turn them into
higher quality applications.
The material does not rot nor splinter, it is very
strong and has an expected technical lifetime of
at least 50 years. After years of sunshine, rain and
frost the construction of KLP® will remain as good
as new. Furthermore the material is easy to clean
and does not require maintenance. Valuable
savings can be achieved over the entire lifespan
of the product - not only time, but also money!

Durable & Environmentally friendly
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KLP® Picnic Set - 2 benches
Planks and table tops are available in the colours brown
and black. The picnic sets can be supplied with or without
anchoring. Standard colour of the frame is black.
KLP® Picnic Set - 4 benches
Square picnic set. 4 benches with black or brown seating
and table top. The picnic set includes anchoring points and
has been pre-assembled ensuring the product is very
quick and easy to reassemble on site. Standard colour of
the frame is black.
KLP® Picnic Set - 2 benches from fishing nets
This green picnic set is made from 100% recycled fishing
nets. The collected nets are recycled by the Danish
company Plastix into OceanIX regranulate. Supplied
without anchor.

KLP® Bench with back support
Dimensions
: 180 x 45 cm
Colour planks : black and brown
KLP® Bench Planks
Dimensions
: 12 x 4 x 180 cm
Colour
: black and brown
Dimensions
Colour

: 10 x 5 x 200 cm
: black and brown

Benches are supplied as construction kits with pre-drilled
holes and galvanised carriage bolts, black frame and
cross piece for support. The seating planks are produced
with a galvanised steel support strip.

Advantages of KLP®:









Sustainable
Environmentally friendly
Maintenance free
Easy to process
No rotting or splintering
Recyclable
UV, water and weather resistant
Expected technical lifetime of
at least 50 years
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